The Undergraduate Association announces that the Activities Drive has reached the goal of $1,400. The board of directors is now met to decide the allotment of the $1,400 for foreign and domestic relief. The League, the Huddle, the Student School, the Summer Camp, the Refugee Scholarship Fund, and other projects will benefit from the drive.

Richter Summarizes Archaic Greek Arts in Flexner Lecture

Goodhart, November 16—In her lecture continued from Page 708

Remington proposed to discard the art of the Greek mainland, to discuss its development in the second quarter of the century and the first quarter of the 7th century B.C. It was during this period that Persia, having crossed the Cimmerian Bosporus, began to press on the west. Within fifteen years the Persians were back in the east, never to be driven away again by arts and letters.

The second discussion centered upon the Ionian cities, which are the subject of great interest to students and scholars. The subject of the discussion was the art of the eighteenth century, combined with the art of the eighteenth century. The subject of the discussion was the art of the eighteenth century, combined with the art of the eighteenth century. The subject of the discussion was the art of the eighteenth century, combined with the art of the eighteenth century.

Eighteenth Century Ideas of Acting Combined by Garrick

Roberts Hall, November 16—The eighteenth century was a great time for the study of the theater. The idea of the theater was the idea of the theater. The idea of the theater was the idea of the theater. The idea of the theater was the idea of the theater.

Learning Shines at Radnor, 120-Watt Strong.

And Standard of Living is Well Above Par

The Theater Workshop Equipment Completed:
Players Delighted With New Improvements

By Alice Wall, '47
The Theater Workshop is fully equipped. A week ago Monday, curtains and lighting fixtures were installed, and the stage is longer than a barrel in the hall.

After months of expectation, we were not disappointed. Not one thing needed was wanting. A stage can be seen from any part of the auditorium, and the color scheme is planned to fit the stage. Light from the stage can be seen from any part of the auditorium.

The stage, a success as a drama, is equipped with lights, a fly system, and a music system.

The lighting equipment was installed in the stage by H. A. Hufnagel, who has been working on the stage for the past three weeks.

The stage is equipped with lights, a fly system, and a music system.

A scene in the stage is illuminated by a new lighting system. The stage is equipped with lights, a fly system, and a music system.

The lighting equipment was installed in the stage by H. A. Hufnagel, who has been working on the stage for the past three weeks.
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Now is the Time for All Good Men

One day, on a vacation at the seaside, I read in the newspaper that my father was running for Mayor of Pittsburgh. We had been in the habit of drawing upon our's little a little at the thought of taking an active interest in politics. But this time we were going to make a stand on our own feet. What a dirty business, but what a necessary, vital business it became for us. Convinced of the worthlessness of our candidate, we, the family, and we, the Denny-for-Mayor workers, pounded our way to a sensational primary victory. No money, no political prestige helped win us the primary—it was a long shot.

The downtown office was cluttered with typewriters and we licked countless envelopes for come-out-and-vote letters to the registered Republicans. Out in the seventh ward, our "home ward," was the East Liberty Denny-for-Mayor headquarters. People wandered in and out of the 'office in dubious surroundings, and the workers, in the midst of the profanity, could hear at a distance about the League of Nations. "Revitalized," the World relative merits of the various proposals for securing a fair and firm peace. We had all been by the time the cannon cease...ard the speedy conclusion of hostilities by the "bliteration of gravity from 1919 to 1939. We have seen how public figures, with the help of the press, have manipulated the press, the political leaders, and the public to favor the Imperial Germany. Such sounds were audible during and after the First World War.

Unfailing examination of these questions is necessary to avoid a repetition of the tragedy which developed with ever-increasing
Rockefeller's Tropical Beauties Surpassed
By Torrid Attack From Undermanned Rhoads

By Jacqueline Ballard, '43
Bryn Mawr, November 9 — Twenty-four beautiful girls, their legs encircled by leis, dancing lightly to the undulating hum of foreign voices, under a sultry blue sky—and you might think you were in Hawaii. But to prove that it can happen here, that it did happen here, ask any Rhodas resident (not Rock, please) what took place on the hockey field Sunday morning.

A full team of Rockefeller seniors assembled on the field, to find only four Rhoads Seniors as their opponents, bolstered by two Juniors, one Sophomore, and one Freshman, in what was supposed to be an All-Junior Battle. Betsy Great, the Rock goalsee, trembled at the idea in her head that she and her black leis might be downed by the goal (poetry every time the ball passed the twenty-five-yard line). On those occasions when the ball was at the other end of the field, she, like the mountain lion, rose out of her lair, eager for the hunt and every movement, and they were excellent.

Betsy Great again by shooting a hard ball right through her. She did it unaided by Mudd Hara, who, before, had torn down the field in the wrong way with the ball to her own goal.

Rock extracted the ball from her trademark stick and in the last second of play, which was but minutes past the allotted time, Judy Shenton and Skippy Hughes pushed the ball into the Rhoads goal, ending the game by a score of 3-1.

Bryn Mawr Varsity Defeated in Hockey
By Philadelphia Reds

Bryn Mawr, November 9 — There were 200 spectators at the game, players on the Philadelphia Reds out-numbering the Bryn Mawr Varsity, and the Owls played one of the best games of the season, although they were defeated 5-1.

There was fight in the Varsity's every movement, and they were excruciatingly fast. The fact that the score of the game was entered near the Bryn Mawr goal, put each of the defense on her mettle. It was incredible to see how, time after time, they managed to pull black to red—figured in the latter temple of Aphaia. There is little Greek pottery, beautiful, but very few of the scenes which are characteristic of archaic kore, gone at this. In this period, the style is more ancient, and the Periclean sculptures, the type, are in the Erechtheum, the crowning achievement of the period of the Doric order. The fact that much of the work was at the hands of the sculptors who were contemporaries of the Odyssey is clear.

The right place to buy Coca-Cola is at Home by REYHOUD.

Each time you taste ice-cold Coca-Cola, you are reminded that there is only one genuine goodness experience — many a refreshing experience...has taught people everywhere to trust the quality of Coca-Cola.
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THE RIGHT RECIPE FOR THANKSGIVING

HAY YOU HEARD?
It's Cider Time at THE INN
Served With Hot Doughnuts

BY THE COLLABORATION OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA

CHEAPER THAN ANYTHING BY ANY NAME.
The other day a student asked Miss Badger and asked whether they sold Band-Aids. Miss Badger answered, "Yes, I'm sorry," she answered, "that we have in stock." Sales have been increasing steadily since 1933, when Mrs. Nahm took charge, and each year shows a greater volume of business.

November returns are consistently less than half the receipts of October, for by the last week in October, the sales are always up and this practice is continued by the neighbors for the next three weeks. The students have been increasing steadily since 1933, when Mrs. Nahm took charge, and each year shows a greater volume of business.

November returns are consistently less than half the receipts of October, for by the last week in October, the sales are always up and this practice is continued by the neighbors for the next three weeks. The students have been increasing steadily since 1933, when Mrs. Nahm took charge, and each year shows a greater volume of business.

The other day a student asked Miss Badger and asked whether they sold Band-Aids. Miss Badger answered, "Yes, I'm sorry," she answered, "that we have in stock." Sales have been increasing steadily since 1933, when Mrs. Nahm took charge, and each year shows a greater volume of business.

November returns are consistently less than half the receipts of October, for by the last week in October, the sales are always up and this practice is continued by the neighbors for the next three weeks. The students have been increasing steadily since 1933, when Mrs. Nahm took charge, and each year shows a greater volume of business.
In Print

King's Lyric Intensity, Insight in "Heart of Spain" of Jorge Luis Borges, Spanish Poet

Heart of Spain by Georgiana Godard Krug, a veiled reference to rather than than to a more or less culturally correct, but not well-cataloged as the significant, we are referred to a relatively obscure poem. The book, written fifteen years ago, by the brother, former head of the History of Art Department, who died in 1929.

Heart of Spain at first a repressive intensity vivid in color of Spanish landscapes and the Spanish people is a part of the landscape. Dr. Wind believes that we perceive that what is as a gently pleasing, at a level as a thorough analysis of the essential nature of the country. "The Spanish saw," she says, "it under all the shade, not just inside the sky. Her life in the dunes and trembles like a golden globe in an "observation."

"the dunes andSupply, thick like the clothes in the Andaluca, not blended as his head and not improved with God made him and not affected by the place of the sun."

Her essence of Spain has been distillated from its architecture, its literature, its history and its people. Miss King uses her own translations of Jorge Luis Borges, the Argentine, who has been called a "translator of the future." But in spite of the beauty, the good mood and the happy life, the south has only come into the play when hi' clay was piled into the huck all objectll The c:: anal Itself IS In dllll cplur.

In an edition containing Shakespeare wall tempered his acting he combined the obvious Sterne, who wrote as his pen name Shakespeare Or redactions. Unlike l The past.. fifty years ,hhas IIhown af eighteenth century acting and au.

Not Orq!' has continued down to the present inrton-tuch line.

Dr. Wind's "The Watery Greenery of Little River Tormes," winter-swollen, summer-shrunken, it is the happy result of a combination of wide learning, sensitive appreciation, and keen observation. The description of Salamanca: "Always the wind is wailing, out in the wide world, and along the green and changeful rivers, win­ter-swell, summer-shrunk, it is the water of the past."

Wednesday morning, and with it the sun, we had looked into the river valley, and the old vil­age of New Hope. This is what they saw along a hill, this is why they wailed into the valley.

The canal remains from the day on which it flowed.

U. S. Press Groups Scandalized by Forum

Continued from Page One

A losing fight against federal intervention, Margaret Murrey, executive director of the National Association of Manufacturers, may have led by state of the set corporations and the National Labor Relations Board in Washington last week. States, some of the country's con­servative interests in business and in the professions.

The NAM, most formidable of the labor groups, is threat­ening its political and economic strength. Industries represented by the National Labor Relations Board in Washington, rally Murrey, pointed out. Of the professions, that of the National Educa­tional Association has been most notable.

Women's pressure groups are divided under a Joint Congressional Committee and Subcommittee on a hear­ ing house. Moral and educational reformer, the chief concern of women's organizations. In addition to the three large classifications, many smaller social organizations have been represented in Wash­ington, rally Mawr's point out. Of the professions, that of the National Educa­tional Association has been most notable. Women's pressure groups are divided under a Joint Congressional Committee and Subcommittee on a hear­ ing house. Moral and educational reformer, the chief concern of women's organizations. In addition to the three large classifications, many smaller social organizations have been represented in Wash­ington, rally Mawr's point out. Of the professions, that of the National Educa­tional Association has been most notable.

Press is a new feature of the agitation has been be­gun by manufacturers in 1864 and continued down to this day. Union and indirect taxation are two important pressure points that have been brought by the excess profit taxes was finally put through in September, 1864.

Labor

Although wages changes in manufacturing alone comprised more than 25 per cent of our total labor problem, the Early Labor legislation organized labor can exert any noticeable pressure on governments. The past fifty years has shown a constant increase in the amount of the labor group. In the A. F. of L., active in the movement, but not yet a union because of the pitch of emotion to the just and benevolent, the Spanish temperament was tempered by the eighteenth century habit of self-discipline.

Dr. Wind believes the most per­

New Hope, Pennsylvania, Site of Old Canal, visited by Bicycling Bryn Mawr Campers

By Barbara Seidman, '43, of Bryn Mawr College, who was there. "And there's a canal!" These Bryn Mawr students made their goal, they set out to study the history of the canal, which runs through its back streets.

They kidnapped a friend with a bike, a few small trunks, and piled into the truck all objects they needed for an evening of cooking, eating, food, sleeping bags and flashlights. Daylight, bicycles were delivered out, one another in the real truth, the students shot four distinct camera and find pictures.

They found a convenient nest enough New Hope to be on the bike (there, and managed to build from the wet lawn.

The sounds of the highway way dying away, as the sounds of the woods increased. Leaves rustled, the wind blew, and the boat passengers got to know each other.

Before long it was dark, and mist was covering everything. Dew had formed on the fresh leaves, and the boat passengers got to know each other. The fog boat up the river, stopping freely to gull in the line of the bank.

Sunday morning, and with it the sun, we had looked into the river valley, and the old vil­age of New Hope. This is what they saw along a hill, this is why they wailed into the valley.

The canal remains from the day on which it flowed.

Recipe for Success in School

Don't ask a "highbrow" question to set yourself right with the prof after he called on you and you had to say "Not prepared". Do beautify your fingernails with that wonderful long-lasting, gem-hard Dura-Gloss

Notable Rare Books Loaned by Collectors For Library Exhibit

On loan at the second exhibition this year, are notable books from the Roosevelt and Rosenbach collections, as well as important facsimile contribu­tions.

Rarest volume in the Roosevelt group, is the "Leaves Aurea" of Veragine, printed by William Caxton in 1483. For the first edition in excellent condition, and illustrated by woodcuts. Also in this col­lection. its pages and surprisingly clean and the illuminated initials are vivid and clear.

Dr. A. W. W. Brougham has lent for the exhibit, a Latin Manuscript Bible of the 14th century, written on vellum and annotated, a Cram­well Bible, first edition printed in 1670, and Leviticus--proclaiming the laws of the Lord, in the Latin Mains Bible, printed by Schoeller in 1682, is also included in this col­lection. its pages and surprisingly clean and the illuminated initials are vivid and clear.

All-Philadelphians

Chris Waples, Bryn Mawr's center halter, was Seoul chosen for the All-Philadel­phian second hockey team. Chris Waples, Bryn Mawr's center halter, was Seoul chosen for the All-Philadel­phian second hockey team. Chris Waples, Bryn Mawr's center halter, was Seoul chosen for the All-Philadel­phian second hockey team. Chris Waples, Bryn Mawr's center halter, was Seoul chosen for the All-Philadel­phian second hockey team. Chris Waples, Bryn Mawr's center halter, was Seoul chosen for the All-Philadel­phian second hockey team.
How to Win Friends in one easy lesson
Treat yourself and others to wholesome, delicious Wrigley's Spearmint Gum. Swell to chew. Helps keep breath sweet, teeth bright. The Flavor Lasts.

B. M. Foreign Students Speak on Education

"Informed from Far Off"

The educated people of China, on the other hand, according to Virginia Dzing, had become aware before 1930 of the world wide issues at stake in the battle of democracy and totalitarianism. Viole Franck, representing America, told how the intellectuals of this country, although for the most part finally awake to the peril of totalitarianism, have been too static and too inactive.

World Citizen

The group attributed this un
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